Turn-around

The Daily bourn learned Friday night that the shadowy, shadowed man seen by many Saturday morning on the chilly road that parallels Main Street on one side and Woolworth Street on the other.

"I shall search with the wind and cold winds and the shadow of the night and the moon," said a voice that seemed to come from nowhere.

\[ ...

Three file

Three students have submitted petitions to run for the newly-created office of president of the Liberal Arts Honor Association (LHA).

Gregory Stiers, 125 Kate Dews, Ron Jenkins, P.O. Box 42, and John Thomas, P.O. Box 34, have submitted their petitions to the Election Board and their names will appear on the ballot for the Tuesday, April 1, election.

The LHA is a new organization to represent those students who are not affiliated with the Student Government Association and a referendum for its approval will also appear on the ballot.

On top

MIAMI, Fla. (AP) - Alabama Gov. George Wallace said Sunday he will not run for the presidency, although he had indicated before the Florida primary earlier in April that he would run for the office.

"I want to run," Wallace said in Miami, "but I don't think I can."

In South Africa, foreign minister's spokesman said the army troops that have been in the town of Soweto for more than a week would be withdrawn within 48 hours.

The military spokesman said the army troops are needed to maintain order in the face of "serious disturbances." The spokesman said the troops had been ordered to move out of Soweto and into Pretoria.

"They have been ordered to move out of Soweto and into Pretoria," the spokesman said.

\[ ...

The weekly

BETLAF (AP) - Generic garbage operations Friday and Saturday night on a British army patrol and a young American soldier were killed.

The British soldier was killed Friday and the American soldier was killed Saturday.

The British soldier was killed by a bomb that exploded near his patrol vehicle.

The American soldier was killed by a roadside bomb that exploded near his patrol vehicle.

\[ ...

How?

PINEWOOD, S.D. (AP) - A leader of the American Indian Movement (AIM) said the group has decided to pull out of a "serious driving or criminal problems" in Iowa, according to law officials.

"There is no such thing as a serious driving or criminal problem," said Ray's Drinking Law. "There is no such thing as a serious driving or criminal problem." According to law officials, "the drinking age is not enforceable." But Ray's Drinking Law has already taken action to enforce the drinking age.

\[ ...

Must modify proposal

Regents table plan to fund ISPIRG

Although the state Board of Regents met Monday and approved the concept behind the Iowa Student Public Interest Research Group (ISPIRG), they deferred action on the project because of "serious driving or criminal problems" that would be encountered.

The regents unanimously approved the plan and said they would like to see the project continue.

\[ ...

Ray warns that present laws will be enforced

Officials say drinking law won't cause new problems

Ray warns that present laws will be enforced.

officials said drinking law won't cause new problems.

\[ ...

Seale, Ar etha may attend Angela Davis rally here

The Hartford Courant reported Thursday that the news media is taking an interest in the possibility of a rally being held here.

"It's a possibility," said a spokesman for the Connecticut State Police. "It's something we're looking into." The spokesman said that the state police are not ruling out the possibility of a rally being held at the state fairgrounds in Hartford.

\[ ...

Plan national group

GAYT, Ill. (AP) - The National Gay Task Force, a group of gay and lesbian activists, announced Thursday that it will launch a national campaign to combat homophobia.

The group said it will launch a national campaign to combat homophobia and discrimination.

"We are launching a national campaign to combat homophobia and discrimination," said a spokesman for the National Gay Task Force.

\[ ...

Dr. Wilcox on 'Direct Contact'


The film is about the life of a black woman, "The Black Panthers: God's Strategy," who was a leader in the civil rights movement in the 1960s.

\[ ...

Bored basketball viewer

For a six-year-old, it's a big thing to have a big game plan that doesn't offer much showing excitement. But for the average basketball fan, it's a different story. For the average basketball fan, it's a different story.

\[ ...

J. Michael

"I shall search with the wind and cold winds and the shadow of the night and the moon," said a voice that seemed to come from nowhere.

\[ ...
ITC case: No end in sight

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The longer the Senate continues to delay ratification of the Central American Free Trade Agreement, the less likely it becomes that the agreement will be put to a vote in the Senate.

The Senate has until Friday to vote on the agreement, but it is unlikely that the senators will reach a decision before then.

The postponement of the vote on the agreement has raised concerns about the future of the trade relationship between the United States and Central American nations.

The Central American Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA) was signed in 2005 by the United States, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua.

The agreement aims to eliminate tariffs and trade barriers among the signatory countries, creating a free trade area in the Western Hemisphere.

However, the Senate has been divided over the issue, with some senators expressing concerns about the impact of the agreement on domestic industries and workers.

Senator Chuck Schumer (D-NY) said in a recent interview that he is concerned about the potential for job losses in the United States as a result of CAFTA.

Senator John Cornyn (R-TX) on the other hand has been a strong supporter of the agreement, saying that it will create new job opportunities for Americans.

The delay in ratifying the agreement has led to uncertainty among businesses and workers, who are unsure about the future of the trade relationship.

Some businesses have already started to prepare for the possibility of higher tariffs and trade barriers if the agreement is not ratified.

In a statement, Senator Schumer said: "This agreement is too important to leave in limbo. We need to vote on it before the end of the year."
Dean: UI needs funds given to osteopath

A bill which will give $300,000 to the College of Osteopathic Medicine in Des Moines, according to Robert D. Riley's report, has been approved by the state Board of Regents and the University of Iowa Board of Regents. The bill was passed by both boards last week in order to provide the money to the Des Moines facility for a new building. The need for this building has been recognized and the campus has been expanded. But last week, the men in charge of the building were given a new building.

Dr. John W. Keeler, dean of the College of Medicine, said he was happy with the approval of the bill. He said that it was now in the process of financing the new building and raising the money. He also said that the college had no further need for funds until the new building was completed.

Reflection

A pair of possible buyers are reflected in a mirror as they examined a portion of the article for sale during a board meeting.

Board of Regents approves five UI staff appointments

By David S. Blum

Appointments of a new professor for the University of Iowa College of Dentistry and five department heads were approved Tuesday by the board.

Dr. William P. Paulson, chairman of the Department of Surgery, was named Fixed Term Professor. Professor Paulson is an expert in surgery and has been on the staff for many years.

Berrigan trial resumes today

The seven men were charged with conspiracy and making false statements to the U.S. District Court in Des Moines. They are scheduled to go on trial Monday.

The trial resumes Monday after a weekend recess, and Dr. William F. Miller was appointed as the new trial judge. He is a member of the legal profession and is known for his expertise in trial law.

Abortion fund raises $600

About $600 was raised at the abortion fund drive recently. The money covered costs for an abortion performed earlier this month and two abortions sought by a woman last week.

The service refers women to clinics in New York, where abortions are legal.

"We expect the money to be the seed bank for two or three months," one of the women said. "We need money to continue the loan in the future." The money came from a woman's personal savings and from a local church.

"We have set aside $300. Patients can take a coupon from the Women's Center and get a refund for the money they give us," said the woman.

The money was raised through a special campaign, and Dr. Evelyn Harris was appointed as the new director of the Women's Center.

The college will continue the loan fund in the future, she said. "We hope that more people will join us in supporting the center."
Urban Renewal—What interests are served

By SUE APPEL BILL APPEL

The Citizens Committee for Relocation Rights is an organization of citizens affected directly or indirectly by Urban Renewal. It is in our contention that in no relocation plan for residents exists. Furthermore it is our belief that people are entitled to decent, safe housing at a price they can afford in a location that meets their needs.

Urban Renewal will result in the elimination or rehabilitation of 36 dwelling units affecting 469 residents. While these units may represent "blighting influences" to the city, in the residents' view they mean easy access to downtown services, proximity to the university campus and low rent.

In our last article we gave a brief history about the progress and process of Urban Renewal. In addition we suggested some negative aspects if the project. We offered that only a fraction of the low-rent housing destroyed will be replaced. We further contended that residents are not receiving adequate information concerning urban renewal and relocation. In this article we will treat relocation as a multi-dimensional problem within the context of a tight low-income housing market. It is exacerbated by other projects which will displace additional hundreds of people. In Iowa City many have been informed of their rights to relocation and other benefits. The Local Public Agency of UI to provide or secure a comparable low-rent replacement housing is a matter of "legal interpretation"; students may be considered "transient" and the city is not required to provide Local Public Agency of UI information. Residents, however, have no intention of even considering relocation and will be among the first to be affected. Such relocation is not only for the benefit of the remaining residents but also for the property owners who will be affected. And the people thus affected will probably be among the first to be affected by the process of relocation.

The relocation process is an important part of urban renewal. Urban Renewal residents are confronted with a dilemma: do they reside in the project area or relocate? The average home is valued at $11,000. The median cost of a new home as a whole is at $14,000. When contrasting the low-rent housing with the average home, one gets the feeling that someone is getting ripped off. It is of the utmost importance to the residents to have a clear understanding of the relocation process. (For a more detailed analysis of housing and such a low-rent housing, go to "The Citizens Advisory Committee Regional Housing Study").

The area provides much needed low-rent housing for people on low or fixed incomes which includes elderly, students and poor people. According to the 1974 census 20 per cent of the population of Ames have lived in the area for the four years below the poverty guideline. Since the Urban Renewal area has among the lowest rents in Iowa City, averaging 85 per month, it is not surprising to find there a high concentration of elderly and student population. Housing within the area are 668 people: 60 elderly and 168 are students of which 15 per cent are married. The area they are living in is being labeled a "blighting influence" and has been scheduled for renewal.
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Emphasis is on older, professional people

**Peace Corps hits recruiting high**

By ROBERT LYNCHMAN  For The Daily Iowan

Despite threats of bad news and Congressional cutbacks, the Peace Corps is at a five-year high in recruiting, according to two ACTION program administrators. The Corps is now working with 50 volunteers and a corps of 3,700, according to Todd Wilkins, the area manager for the 90 volunteers, and Paul Willis, who heads ACTION in Nebraska, Wisconsin, and Upper Midwest, were here during the week of Nov. 26 to 29 to meet with volunteers. The Corps and ACTION volunteers are responsible for training, recruiting, and providing technical assistance.

In addition, the Corps is working with 50 volunteers with experienced personnel who can help.

Many people who see that the Corps budget was dropped from $49 million in 1971 to $47 million in 1972 would wonder about the death toll involved. Actually, this is true in that the Corps is being operated on a lower budget than it was. The program is still our land, and we can ticket to help him out because the Americans are raising the cost of hospital care.

The managers explained that the Congressional cut was to continue with the present department, and we can ticket to help him out because the Americans are raising the cost of hospital care.
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**Rice, Going, Ozark! This is one tearable ad for lower fares on Ozark flights**

AN Ozark Air Lines YOUTH CARD SAVES YOU APPROXIMATELY 20% OFF OF ALL COACH FARE. IT'S GOOD EVERY DAY. Reservations are confirmed on all coach or propeller equipment. Good for your 12th to your 23rd birthday, it costs you just $5.00 a one-time charge and it's interchangeable with other airlines.
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Medical malpractice suits hurting doctors in wallet

The Quality of Medicine

The American Medical Association (AMA) has been criticized for its stance on medical malpractice, which many see as protecting doctors and not necessarily improving patient care. The AMA has been involved in a number of controversies and lawsuits, which have contributed to the growing number of medical malpractice suits.

The AMA's insurance program, which covers doctors, has also faced criticism for not adequately reimbursing doctors for the costs of defending themselves in malpractice lawsuits. This has led some doctors to practice defensively, which some argue compromises the quality of care they provide.

In addition, the AMA has been criticized for its role in shaping medical education and for not adequately addressing the issue of improving the quality of medical care.

The AMA has also been criticized for its role in shaping medical education and for not adequately addressing the issue of improving the quality of medical care. Some argue that the AMA's influence on medical education has led to a focus on quantity over quality, which has contributed to the growing number of malpractice suits.
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Pocket Money may not be a great picture, but I can't help but feel it's a piece of cake. I'm talking about a little girl from Iowa who has manifested a lot of it. If you want to feel rich, you can just go to the bank and ask for a test. That's a piece of cake.

Newman and Marvin... and you yourselves and their affairs. Paul Newman seems real. From the way these people look, we sense that we see them in terms of money. But in retrospect there is a sense of reality that comes from the way these people look. The film 'Pocket Money' is a piece of cake.

Eventually, the two say they'll expand the celebration to a state, among others like the Chicago and Rutledge, 518 South Capitol, recently gave Iowa. The rest of the party is underway. One of the guests is Jo Baker, vocalist for Elvin Bishop Band. The exhibition will travel to Sweden, west coast, and is called 'Dilly.'

The film 'Pocket Money' is a piece of cake. It's a piece of cake, a name and a number. It's a piece of cake that I'm sure you'll love to hear more about.
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Nile Kinnick—Does the legend live on?

The Iowa Board in Control of the football season of 1939, was writer Brian Schmitz. Will give nobody knows or remembers has to know his future. The kid has to have a deadline. The kid’s the ideal of the pitching ace tart of next year for most of the players. It’s surprising easy win over the Wolverines, a season ending victory while it was still fresh four games less than a successful season for Iowa. Michigan fans, it probably was.

Although the Hawks finished with a total of 436 for an 18.2 average. . .
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Zander's 4th is best as matmen finish 11th

Iowa's Kerin Kunert seems to have his hands full as he's boxed in by Michigan's John Lackey (45) and Ken Brady (15)

Iowa's Kevin Zander seems to have his hands full as he's boxed in by Michigan's John Lackey (45) and Ken Brady (15)